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With a dedicated ESG Lloyd’s Syndicate.  

We participate in the insurance 
of approximately 20% of the 
world's ocean-going trading 
tonnage and are the prominent 
leader of voyage and tow 
business in the London market.
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Perception  



Environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) is a term 
used to represent an 
organization's corporate 
financial interests that focus 
mainly on sustainable and 
ethical impacts. 

Measuring and reporting ESG data is a way for companies to establish 
transparency, trust, and accountability in their environmental goals so 
that they can appeal to future investors, employees and customers.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Financial Times Lexicon defines ESG as “a generic term used in capital markets and used by investors to evaluate corporate behaviour and to determine the future financial performance of companies.” It is used by investors to evaluate corporations and determine the future financial performance of companies.Why is ESG so important today?ESG is important for industry because it helps address issues such as climate change, resource scarcity and social inequality that are impacting its ability to function effectively.
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General interest in ESG Funds under management  

The rise of ESG  



Reality 
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Data, Data, 
Everywhere….. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to the Global Initiative for Sustainability Ratings (GISR), well over 100 organizations produce sustainability research and ratings on companies.v They are a varied group, ranging from NGOs focusing on a single issue – such as diversity, customer loyalty or medicine – to global businesses covering more or less the full gamut of ESG.



Certification Litigation Action 

It all comes out in the wash…..



Insurance Context 



Climate Change: 
Risk and 
Responsibility

Climate Responsibility: 
Our business impact on 
climate change 

Climate Risk:
Climate change’s impact 
on our business  
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ESG in Underwriting

Impact Underwriting 
ESG Syndicate 
Supporting the transition 

Risk Assessment Risk Mitigation 
Portfolio performance  Client Questions 

Scenario Evaluation 
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Impact Underwriting - ESG Consortium & Syndicate 4321 overview

Only 
Lloyd’s  

dedicated 
ESG 

capacity

Capitalised 
by Beazley 
Group and 
third party 

capital

A dedicated 
ESG 

product for 
Beazley 
clients
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ESG 
through the 
value and 

supply chain

Embeds 
ESG into 
insurance 
program 

procurement

Cross-class 
appetite



Different Types of Events 
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Attrition Frequency Systemic Event 



Planning

Catastrophe – Severity 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Will talk about elements of cyber cat in more detail 
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Planning
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Litigation Risk 
Assessment 
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1

Beazley deterministic realistic disaster 
scenario (DRDS) approve and 

monitored 

2

Underwriting questions developed for 
key lines of business

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On point 3 this is the work Gerard was leading C is proposed was trying to get to 3 things ok to say planned work is post CBES results and feedback. CBES results notes Litigation Risk Litigation - They note lack of data gap to GI’s from climate related litigation – The state this could impact cost and availability of D&O. Specialist insurance policies were most likely to pay out, 3 scenarios most likely to pay out were:-  Greenwashing Breach of fiduciary duties indirect financing of carbon emissions  (First two inline with Beazley assessment) PI policies of range professionals to be drawn in, in addition to D&O.Large costs to industry or Gi’s in the event that real world claims polices average syndicated line was £100m, individual GI line £2-7m per policy. There were 8500 policies covered in CBES alone.  Firms’ responses - annual repricing doesn’t mitigate all. Future cover could become prohibitively expensive or available at all. Particularly if GI’s feel they can no longer calibrate risk. Firms note standardisation of market disclosures and guidelines would reduce risks. In addition, potential need for RI pool. Inface of successful climate litigation pool. 



Perception to Reality.. 

• Transparency;
• Regulation;
• Materiality.



Thank you

Kelly Malynn
ESG Strategic Lead | Cyber PD Underwriter 
MAP Group
kelly.malynn@beazley.com

Contact us:

Follow up
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